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Forest live wallpaper apk

QR Code Download APK (14.16 MB) Are you looking for a forest live wallpaper? Already tired of horrible and identical free live wallpaper that can be found everywhere on the Internet in the customization category? Customize your device with the help of live wallpaper Forest. Amazing free app as themes
for android free is the best option! Try this new background app created especially for forest fans who don't want to be boring and want to see new hand-picked amot wallpapers for their phone or tablet. This top Android app only contains forest wallpaper ; Enjoy moving wallpapers on your Android phone
today! Forest Live Wallpaper – beautiful free background with a beautiful forest lwp set and amazing living effect. Tired of static wallpapers and hd backgrounds? Try the free moving wallpapers with forest 7fon! Also our free live wallpaper will use high quality art forest images. Just download our free live
wallpapers and enjoy your beloved free android themes. We created such a dynamic wallpaper so I can tell this 7fon app to me! Forest Live Wallpaper Features:- Fast Moving Background - Quick Work - Nice Animated Backgrounds;- Amazing Full HD Graphics;- This beautiful background, free and
enjoyable is waiting for you!- You can share teen wallpaper in the woods on all social networks - User-friendly interface - This app is offline wallpaper, no internet connection - You don't need to download 10000 wallpapers just the best compilation - All teen wallpapers in Forest could be easily looked at and
installed. Plenty of great themes for android - Ultra hd 4k- Download free live wallpapers - All hd wallpapers are free and will be free permanently Are you looking for newer stirring wallpapers? Download Live Wallpaper Forest by moving wallpapers now; Bring your smartphone to life with an Android forest
background and experience forest images like you've never done before! Forest Wallpaper HD consists of :- A huge database of wallpaper at hd or 4K resolution - Often updated with new wallpapers - Android themes for your phone- Change the beautiful wallpapers in just a few clicks - You can choose
from several different forest background themes - Ability to modify the wallpaper size for your needs.- Animated loading screen , on forest theme- Amazing HD graphics- Themes for android freeHow to set up this 7fon app on your phone screen:Home -&gt;Menu -&gt; Wallpapers -&gt; Live Wallpapers -&gt;
Forest Live WallpaperDon don't hesitate, download Live Wallpaper Forest right now, completely free, share it with your friends and spoil it this hd background! Disclaimer: All logos/images/names are copyrighted by their perspective owners. This image is not endorsed by any of the perspective owners, and
the images are simply used for aesthetic purposes. This app is an un official fan-based app. Copyright infringement is not intended and any request to delete one of the images/logos/names images/logos/names Category: Free Customization Get It Up And Running: Requirements: 4.1 or higher+ Forest



Live Wallpaper APK Forest Live Wallpaper Version History 15.0 for Android 4.1 or higher APK Download Version : 15.0 for Android 4.1 or update greater than: 2020-05-26 Download APK (14.16 MB) To those of you who send me emails – I apologize for not responding to all of them. I just haven't had the
time or energy of the last few years. As of December 21 (2017) my OpenWeatherMap account is suspended because the number of requests using my API key significantly exceeds the free subscription threshold that is 60 calls per minute. If you need time synchronization you will need to use your own
API key for now. Forest Live Wallpaper is a pleasant and relaxing wallpaper with wind-blowing trees and a sky that changes from dusk to dawn. Don't forget to go to settings to turn on things like weather, multisampling* or the 3D parallax effect*, if you don't want to lose!* It doesn't support all devices.
TroubleshootingHow do I use this wallpaper on the lock screen? You need to have a lock screen that you can use live wallpapers as background, like Box Office Master or something. You may only need to enable it in your launcher settings. When you set a wallpaper on the Galaxy S6, for example,
choose whether you want your Home screen, lock screen, or both. The screenshot is part of the CyanogenMod.La ROM is too dark at night! There is a color setting called night multiplier that can be changed to a brighter color, making trees and hills brighter at night. It's not the perfect solution, but you'll
have to do it until I (finally) add a fix. The weather is bad! D:&lt; Make sure you have a location set up in your location settings, and then check if recent weather data (through the weather settings menu) is available, updated, and for the correct location. If not, the weather provider simply isn't accurate, but
now you can change the weather provider. Features:- Day/night cycle that fades the colors of the day at night, according to your location.- Animated trees.- Local weather (wind, rain, snow and clouds, so far).- Parallax effect with several layers when scrolling.- 3D parallax effect when tilting the device.-
Customizable colors and time.- Stars.- Simulated displacement.- Clouds.What to expect in the future?- Incommon updates (I am lazy -_- )- More weather effects (visibility, lightning...). - And much more planned!=== PERMISSIONS ===INTERNETUsed to obtain OpenWeatherMap and ForecastIO weather
data. It can be changed in settings and disabled by default. to obtain an approximate location, which in turn is used to obtain local weather data and to calculate the elevation of the sun. If you like the smell of green leaves, then Forest Live Wallpaper is the right app for you! Take a walk in the woods and
feel the branches cracked under your feet! Breathe in the fresh air of the forest with this new direct live show Explore the deep forests and walk the path of the forest no one has walked before! If green is your favorite color, this is the perfect wallpaper for your phone screen! If you like nature, get this great
free app now! -There is full support for horizontal mode and home screen change ! -This beautiful background, free and pleasant awaits you! -Five types of background styles - different images of nature! -Installation instructions : Home – Menu &gt; – &gt; Wallpaper – &gt; Live Wallpaper A typical tree
forest consists of history (canopy or top tree layer) and understory. The pane was further subdivided into the shrub layer, layer of herbs, and also the moss and microbe layer of the soil. In some complex forests, there is also a well-defined bottom tree layer. Forests are critical to all human life because they
provide a wide range of resources: they store carbon, help regulate the planetary climate, purify water and mitigate natural hazards such as floods. Forests also contain approximately 90 percent of the world's land biodiversity. Download Forest Live Wallpaper and relax while watching fresh leaves floating
on your screen! Explore unknown places with this cool app! Admire the green plants growing below tall trees! Discover beautiful images of the excellent ancient forests for your background! Forests are the lungs of our planet – its vegetation creates oxygen that is essential for all living things – animals,
plants and humans! If you care about the environment this is the best app for you. Live real forest life now! Size : 3.3M Current version : 1.0 Requires Android : 2.3 and earlier
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